This issue will hit the street, so to speak, in time for both the EFMA conference in Denver and the IFMA conference which follows the next week in Minneapolis.

That is one reason we are presenting a list of the articles in previous issues. Most of these are available on the web at www.ijfm.org.

Also in this issue you will note the vibrant presence of the younger generation in the first two articles. Both of these are perceptive pieces which link and challenge older leaders.

The second of these two brings back into the picture the very-much-alive intermediate generation and the precise person, Brad Gill, who was the one at the younger conference at Edinburgh in 1980 who was elected to maintain relations with the leaders of the older conference. He has been the formal sponsor of IJFM all these years. Gordon Aeschliman, at the conference, volunteered to do a newsletter for the group. He was the one who created the IJFM later on.

Then, we are very proud to be able to present the two profound articles by Rick Brown and Herbert Hoefer. Both give radical insights into a crucial sphere of things. Hoefer’s appears with a follow-through comment by Charles Kraft, whose ideas themselves are anything but conventional.

Finally, there is my own contribution on a somewhat new frontier that’s being called “business-as-mission.”

Read! Enjoy! Think! Act!

In the pursuit of His frontiers,

Ralph D. Winter
Editor

P.S. Like proud siblings we eagerly await the birth of our sister journal, the Korean Journal of Frontier Missions, due in September. Anyone interested in subscribing to the KJFM should forward their inquiries to the Mission Times (mtimes@chollian.net). Note that this is a different address than the one given in IJFM 22:1.

Also, please pray for the 5th Annual Korea Mission Leaders Forum (November 16–18), which this year will be a joint consultation (and celebration!) between the Korea World Missions Association/Korea Frontier Missions Network and the International Society for Frontier Missiology/US Center for World Mission. The Korea Frontier Missions Network is a sister society to the ISFM.